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Not to mention the Giant Eagle King, even the politicians on the ZF side of F who were paying

attention to this side of the country had their eyelids fluttering violently, was this the strength of
the King of China, Lin Hao? Even though the Vampire King was sneaking up on him, he was still
no match for him, this was even more powerful compared to the Pope! Such a king, if he left
Toulouse behind, there would certainly be no peace in Toulouse in the future, after all, such a
powerful time bomb was right under their noses, how could they accept it? Even if they were to

keep an eye on them all the time, they would not feel at ease. This is a lesson learnt from the

Chinese side ......

The good thing is, the good thing is that their arch rivals are strong, hopefully they
will be killed together, after all, in the face of the imminent wrath of China, if the other side does
not pay a heavy price, they are not willing to accept it ......

The death of Lin Hao seems to be a foregone conclusion!

And the appearance of Jun Wu Ren, also seems like a direct entry into death!

The sky roared loudly, and wails resounded through the heavens and the earth!

The vampire king was in agony, struggling to fight but still unable to catch any
sign of Lin Hao's strikes, Lin Hao was too fast!



He was so fast that he was unable to fight back, and even more than that, he was
unable to fight back.

Facing Pope Peter, although he also felt the terror and power of Pope Peter, but
Pope Peter's strike did not have such a harsh killing blow, but Lin Hao had it here, moreover, the
suppression ability was extremely terrifying and did not allow him to resist, damn!

Damn the Chinese, the hypocritical regulars!

How distantly he had despised Lin Hao in the first place, and how painful it was

now!

He even regretted going to recruit this Chinese king, thinking of his own stupid
brain, that he had to decapitate him afterwards, repeatedly trying to trap him again and again, he
was simply stupidity personified, and he also used the Heart of Regeneration as a bargaining chip
on both sides, he thought that even if Lin Hao snatched the Heart of Regeneration from him, the
Heart of Regeneration would eventually be his own, now if he was given such a decision, he
would definitely If he were to make such a decision now, he would definitely not have such a

bargaining chip to give to Lin Hao, and at the same time, he would not have made a move to

snatch the Heart of Regeneration that should have belonged to Lin Hao!

But it was too late to regret!

Blood and flesh splattered, his speed kept falling so fast that if the Vampire King

hadn't stirred his powerful wings, he would have fallen to the bottom of the river!



Finally, his blurred vision saw a huge legion pressing down in black! His eyes
widened with difficulty!

Lin Hao saw this and sensed a crisis!

"Not good!" Lin Hao himself roared, danger, endless danger, once again facing
such a terrifying danger, Lin Hao turned back in shock and anger, but saw countless guns killing

him, while there was a ? The service closed Ai Di Shan Di Shan service? A huge steel wing came

with a decapitating meaning!

Such danger was enough to threaten his life!

Damn it!

Lin Hao struggled.

But it was too late!

"No!" Jun Wuhuai roared, his speed accelerating once more, but he still couldn't
catch up with the speed of the Iron Wings T3000, and it was as if the T1000's powerhouses that
were stopping as well as besieging Jun Wuhuai had received a stimulant boost, one by one, they
were not afraid of death as they charged ahead, and there were even mechanical powerhouses that
blew themselves up to stop Jun Wuhuai from moving forward!



You know, these are all mechanical armies at the level of Innate Patriarchs!
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Jun Wu Ren's eyes were scarlet, scarlet blood spilling out of the corners of his eyes! Damn it,
damn it! He roared and roared, his heart filled with rage, but he was so helpless that he could only
watch and let the Iron Wings T3000, as if with a decapitation, strike down with a vicious blow!

Feeling the thunderous sound of the whistling past!

All those present held their breath!

The Pope was the main character!

But obviously a Chinese king like Lin Hao was also a protagonist, he was no less
powerful than the Pope, but he was going to die!

He is going to fall over the Garonne River, and the fish and shrimps at the bottom
of the Garonne River today will once again be satiated, while those dead senior biochemicals will

draw in the super-powerful Lin Hao who crossed the heavens with them, and their dead souls, will
be consoled ......

Looking at everyone here, with silent emotions, shook their heads, shook their
heads again, and finally sighed, which is respectful to looking at!



Feeling a sigh inside the headset, Boris finally completely despaired, without a
hint of reversal, Boris bitter beyond measure, his own ambitions, in the hands of this group of
visionless politicians give away!

He thought that if the Giant Eagle King had stepped in, Lin Hao would certainly

not have suffered such a situation!

If only the Giant Eagle King had stepped in to stop the Iron Wings T3000, the
final situation would not have been so bad ......

Unfortunately, there is no if!

"Is it going to die?" The Giant Eagle King had a mixed expression, couldn't see a
specific look, all he had was a silent look of sorrow for a super power, the King of China, to fall!

Biggle ate looking at Lin Hao body in despair, the whole person's head buzzing,
who can think of, such a terrifying superpower, but just like this to fall, who can imagine ......

This way above the acquaintance with Lin Hao experienced the journey, looking
back, is really a person's heart to jump, think about their own perfunctory to Lin Hao, really do

not know the newborn calf is not afraid of tigers, he looked at Mohammad Katou, found this little
guy a face stunned look, which carries is endless fear ......



Can he not fear, he has had contact with both, and now they are both so super

strong!

The vampire king exerted a strike that could be compared to the pope's, although
this strike had considerable water in it, but a strike that was executed under such a layout, once he
became the pope, such a strike, he could still execute it and fear? He could still perform such a

blow once he became Pope, and he was afraid that it would be more than that. I'm afraid it would

be more than that! The same method was used by Pope Peter quietly, and this is still only a third
of the advanced biochemicals present, if all the advanced biochemicals in the whole western

European country had arrived, Pope Peter's strength, I am afraid that even the King of China Lin

Hao is not his opponent, right?

The strongest is always strong this truth, Bigel is considered to comprehend

through ......

Steel Wings T3000 huge iron wings swept down, very fast, inside Lin Hao's
terrified gaze, with endless killing intent, instantly wrapped around Lin Hao!

"No!"

Jun Wu Ren roared in rage, his whole being panicked, he shouted, he called out,
his eyes drooping with blood, his roar hysterical! But the Iron Wings T3000 was smug but wild,
and the arrogance written all over his face showed how pleased he was at the moment.

"Bang Bang Bang!"



The iron wings were like smashing into a huge iron body, making a thumping
sound, at the same time the regenerating heart on Lin Hao's body smashed out directly, the smug
face of Steel Wing T3000, even more smug, he took the regenerating heart, weighed a copy and
sneered: "But that's all!"
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"Hahahaha! I can't believe it's mine in the end! It's mine! I thought that if I handed it over to HQ,
I would get nothing, but now that I look up, I don't need to, it's all mine! Once I have this, I will
most likely advance to T4000, and once I get to that level, no one will dare to look down on me!"
Steel Wings laughed rampantly in triumph, letting out all the endless repression in his heart, his
whole being was incomparably comfortable!

This regenerative heart is a good thing, Western Europe now lost so many

regenerative heart, all by their North American these mechanical legions overtly and covertly to

snatch stole bought away, is to create from the T1000 mechanical army head, after all, in
addition to the ZF under the jurisdiction of the armament legions, there are also mob associations
have mechanical legions, they will seem very reckless up, after all, a T2000, is also can be
compared to a reinforced division more powerful combat power, in dealing with the political
problems of other countries, a so strong past, is simply crushing!

"No!" Jun Wu Ren roared! Blood came out in an arc of spray. The whole man was
close to a frenzy!

"Falling?" Bigir was stunned, frozen in place, slow to believe. Such a strong man
was the first to fall, this world nowadays, how could it change so quickly? Hibernating for

centuries, I never imagined that I would have wanted to play a big game as a chess player, but in
the end? Nothing, silent watchers at the edge, nothing ......



Such desolation, Bigel himself knew. But all the same, he would rather feel such

desolation himself than to be like Lin Hao, dying inside this battle for the ages, it's too bad!

"Ahahahahahaha! Finally dead, this damned Chinese, finally dead!" He didn't care
that his body was bleeding or that his wounds were torn open by excitement, he was just happy
now, overjoyed!

As for the matter of the Heart of Regeneration, he didn't put it to heart, as if he had
never seen it before. Glancing at Lin Hao, looking at the yellow-skinned 'corpse' floating on the
water, the vampire king wanted to go up and rip off his head and eat his flesh, only to think that
the situation, at the moment, did not end here, because another powerful person in China, Jun Wu

Ren, was coming to kill him at this moment!

And, Pope Peter, the battle intent was getting thicker and thicker!

Sensing that Lin Hao had lost his breath, that one mysterious and unpredictable

breath in the moment after Lin Hao was crossed by the T3000 of the Wings of Steel, the whole
world, lost that mysterious rhythm, Pope Peter was close to sealing the demon!

Seeking a thousand years, and now, completely broken trail!

Completely and utterly cut off!

He roars, he goes mad, he kills like a storm, he wants everyone here, the front part,
to die! All must be buried for their quest for the otherworldly path to be broken!



"You must all die!" The body of Pope Peter's dragon swelled up again, the black
clouds hovering above the sky, covering the heavens and the earth, the thunder rumbling like his

roar of rage!

The battle did not end there!

On the ground, the advanced cyborgs, who had only just gotten a respite, choked
again!

Feeling their own religious life? Feeling the lives of his followers? The Vampire

King stared at Pope Peter with disbelief in his eyes, after all! At this moment, it was no longer the
senior cyborgs on the scene who were losing their lives, but the whole of Western Europe!

The information he received from these people was that they were suffering from
Pope Peter's energy extraction, which means that the next moment of Pope Peter's power would
be even more terrifying!

This ......

is certainly not something that the Vampire King can take!



And at the same time, the IronWings T3000 got the message, "IronWings, come
back quickly! If you can't make it back, get the Regeneration Heart to the Hummingbird quickly

and tell him to bring it into the territory! Otherwise we will not get the Regeneration Heart!"

Hearing the voice of Morrowolf's Claw T4000 coming out of the comms,
Steelwing sneered, "Morrowolf's Claw, do you think I would trust you?"

"Wings of Steel! This is a mission from the highest authority, give the regenerating
heart to the hummingbirds! Remember to split it in two and give it to the two Hummingbirds!
Tell them to escape at close to T4000 speed!"
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The voice came out of Steelwing's ears again, and this time the voice dared not disobey the

Steelwing T3000, he had just been proud of it, but now he was giving it away, he was very
reluctant, but he knew that all the mechanical armies under the ZF department were developed by

the highest department, and if they destroyed the chip, they would be nothing! Wings of Steel

didn't dare to disobey, he just didn't know why, why was there suddenly such news coming from
inside the highest department, was something big about to happen?

"No need to wonder if you guessed wrong, because next, your survival, is at your
own peril! It's not good luck, the highest department has developed a new defense system, your
defense ability, compared to the Pope's full strength without the use of secret techniques, so you
only need to resist his two attacks, you will have the possibility to cut him down, but we have
done countless projections, the final situation is your side lost, because in Western Europe, the
Pope is the biggest secret, he will never lose, even if T4000 level mechanical superpowers go

over, he will not be defeated!"



Listening to the words of the highest department, the Iron Wings T3000 fell into

silence, he also saw the Pope's outburst at this moment, and likewise knew that the Vampire King

would definitely not be able to resist Pope Peter's blow, so he only had himself to block it, but he
also did not want, while he was fighting Pope Peter, to have Chinese strongmen harassing the
perimeter.

He said to the Vampire King whose eyes showed panic, "Greet your other two
T2000 level losers up here, and remember, no matter what, kill this T2000 level person from

China!"

"Good!" The Vampire King was instantly delighted, while immediately going over

towards the pit where the White Bear King and Black Crocodile King were injured, he waved his
hand and the two were directly awakened, they were badly injured, both of them were

incomparably weak, their huge bodies were full of sores, missing arms and legs were naturally

expected, but the Vampire King pulled out a pool of blood from somewhere and threw it directly

onto the ground, then said to the White Bear King and Black Crocodile King. "You two can
completely recover to your peak state by absorbing the energy in this!"

"This is ......" said theWhite Bear King weakly, but he still smelled it up close and
his eyes lit up, "Is this the heart of regeneration?"

"No, this is the remains of the Vampire King's ancestor's body, it contains a great
deal of blood and energy, it's perfectly fine for a high level biochemist to become a king level

expert! This is also my last card in this battle between the King and the Pope! So I hope you two
won't let me down next!"

The White Bear King said as nervously as he could, "No, no." He was too excited,
after all, how to say, he was already very desperate, now he had easily caught the opportunity,
could he not be excited?



But the black crocodile king looked at the huge body of pope Peter, but fell into
silence, his face is very silent, can not see a trace of joy, he spoke with difficulty incomparable
hesitation, "but as? But what if? Today's Pope Peter is once again bestial, we are no match for
him at all ......"

The White Bear King was eating the remains of the Vampire King's ancestors,
when he heard these words, his eyes were also stunned, frozen on the spot, back slowly and

mechanically turned his head, looking at the sky, the huge, roaring, killing intent covering the
world, into an unprecedented despair, and even turned back to look at Pope Peter with anger in his
eyes, because they fell into this place, are under the Vampire King's compulsion ......

This is a situation that they did not expect in any way. Moreover, Pope Peter had
such a terrifying fighting power, which they had not even thought of before ......

"Don't worry, Pope Peter is not for us to deal with, we are dealing with that
Chinese man! The other Chinese king."

"That's him." The Black Crocodile King listened to Pope Peter's words and was

startled for a moment, then filled with joy, obviously they were not taking Jun Wu Ren to heart!

"Is that such a Chinese man? I'll go and meet him first." TheWhite Bear King said

confidently and flew straight out after he finished speaking, before the Vampire King could stop

him ......
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I have to say, the Vampire King's ancestor's legacy body is just terrifying, only less than a short
while later, the White Bear King has already recovered to 100% of his previous state, and even

vaguely feels that he has reached the peak strength of the king class, otherwise, he wouldn't dare
to be so arrogant ......

Looking at the White Bear King's figure, the Vampire King's eyes were puzzled,
but he still chased after him, only he was only halfway there when he noticed that an unexpected
guest was also coming this way, which made the Vampire King very upset, the advanced
biochemicals that had come sniffing around, as well as the Giant Eagle King and Zeus Asura and

the others were salivating over whatever was left of the Vampire King's ancestor's body or the
Black Crocodile King, and he felt that once he walked away from where he was, maybe the Black
Crocodile King would be eaten clean by them!

He also knew that the reason for the group's sudden mania was because the
ancestor's remains carried huge energy inside, which could supply them with enhanced strength!

Gritting his teeth, the Vampire King went back to his original position, he could
only delay for a few dozen seconds and let theWhite Bear King fight alone for a while, otherwise,
once the Giant Eagle King became strong, together with the existence of the two newly promoted
False Kings, it would still threaten his position! When the time comes, it will really be their own

busy work for so long, for the ZF to do the graft ......

The strength of these two False Kings, once the power of their bloodline is brought
into play, is no weaker than that of the Silver Wolf King, and is even more powerful than the

previous White Bear Network ......

In normal times, he would naturally not be afraid of such crickets, but at the
moment, he felt that he should be more cautious ......



The Black Crocodile King is absorbing energy, the lost front palm on his body is

slowly growing, at the same time he feels the power inside his body is filling up rapidly, feeling
the changes inside his body, he feels he is much stronger than before ......

His gaze reveals gratitude while looking to the White Bear King, to the vampire?
Lu steak service Shan'er west closed love? The king said, "Don't worry about theWhite Bear King,
he may be a bit wooden, but he is no longer as strong as he was before today! It's still more than
enough to deal with a Chinese king level expert!"

After saying that, a hint of panic flashed inside the Black Crocodile King's eyes as
he continued, "After all, not every Chinese is a Chinese King!" The Chinese King in this case
naturally referred to Lin Hao, the shock Lin Hao had brought them had already penetrated deep

into their hearts ......

Even now, the Black Crocodile King was still somewhat fearful. In his weakness,
the Black Crocodile King had felt Lin Hao's power with his own eyes, and although Lin Hao had

now fallen, he still didn't dare to say anything wrong about Lin Hao again ......

When terror is so deeply rooted in people's hearts, even the mention of his name
will make them involuntarily feel scandalized ......

"Little Chinese!" TheWhite Bear King flew to JunWu Ren, looking at Jun Wu Ren

in a frenzied state, scoffed, now he felt his body inside, full of power, endless and vast, no longer
the weakest one he was before!



The White Bear King was ready to take back the humiliation he had suffered
before on Jun Wu Regret!

Jun Wu Regret was still in the throes of losing Lin Hao, and now seeing a beast

looking for death running in front of him to flaunt his power, needless to say, at this moment, his
anger level was already filled up, and he was looking for a vent to let off steam!

He looked up at the sky and wondered why the dragon had once again
transformed into a beast, and he could feel that Pope Peter was once again in the same rage as

before, the same rage as before when Pope Peter had seen the Vampire King perform that move!
He had no idea that Lin Hao's fall had hit him so hard ......

After all, no one knew why Pope Peter had suddenly become furious!

After all, he had already been wearing down his anger for a while and had tended
to return to a quiet state, but Lin Hao's 'death' had stimulated him so much ...... Steel Wings

T3000 could not believe it ......

If it wasn't for the constant alert from the highest authorities inside his headset, he
would have thought the battle was over ......

Staring at Pope Peter, Steelwing T3000 was ready to receive Pope Peter's wrath
as he had his defensive status on full blast!



"How dare you seek death! Then I will let you die without a burial place!" Jun Wu

Ren roared in anger, already launching a fierce attack towards the White Bear King!

He knew that if it wasn't for the Vampire King's sneak attack on Lin Hao, which
caused the Iron Wings to take advantage, Lin Hao would never have received that blow from the

Iron Wings, and this White Bear King was one of the Vampire King's subordinates, and when Lin
Hao was still in good health, this White Bear King and Black Crocodile King had always despised

Lin Hao and the Chinese people!

These two, no, these three deserve to die!

Far away in China!

At this moment, countless Innate Patriarchs felt the traces of qi shaking violently,
not long after, they had gathered at the Sea of Heaven, they looked across the sea, feeling the huge
ringing in the sky, as well as feeling the feedback of qi, Jiu Tian Xuan's face was incomparably
pale, because she felt Lin Hao's breath was incomparably weak, and the peak level of Innate

Patriarchs present were breathing heavily, saying "Lin Hao Lin family master's breath is
incomparably weak! Qi is slack and is slowly passing away, I'm afraid that he has encountered

some bad situation!"
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"Lord Jun's qi is increasing, but such an increase is unhealthy and will collapse and break the dike!
What the hell is going on here!" The oldest generation of Ascended Masters present discussed

anxiously beyond compare.



Jiu Tian Xuan paled once again, Lin Hao's Qi was dissipating? Wouldn't that
mean that it had received a serious injury!

The church war over in Western Europe had actually affected Lin Hao? Could it

be that Lin Hao's rescue of Shen Xiyan had triggered a horrible war?

But, if that was the case, wouldn't it be a bad idea ......

Jiu Tian Xuan couldn't think through it, couldn't figure it out, he just felt an
overwhelming pressure in his chest ......

"I hope it will be okay!" Jiu Tianxuan murmured down and silently mourned.

To be honest, he had also originally felt the world shake up again, and then word
was spread that it was the Western European Church Wars, involving a thousand-year battle,
similar to the domestic talk of qi. But they are even more tragic, is all all the strong people join,
then divided into two factions three factions, duel to the death, the final absolute sentence no
matter win or lose, will lose a lot of money ......

Lin Qingcheng is inside the office to deal with business, suddenly fierce chest

tightness, directly can not breathe, then he took out his mobile phone, dial Lin Hao's phone, found
can not be connected!

She hurriedly dialed Night One's number and found that it was also unavailable,
then she thought of Shen Xiyan who was also in F, so she called Shen Xiyan's number and found



that there was still no answer, which made her heart burn with anxiety, she hurriedly dialed Mo

Tianji's number, at this moment, her biggest reliance was Mo Tianji ......

The reason why Lin Qingcheng couldn't get through is because the venue has been
filled with blocking signal devices, even the whole of Toulouse near the Garonne River is blocked,
and not to mention the banquet hall ......

"What's the matter, Qingcheng, so anxious?" Mo Tianji inquired dotingly.

"Mo Tianji, I lost all contact with Lin Hao him including his side, I can't call
through to them no matter what ......" Lin Qingcheng said with a choked sob ......

Mo Tianji was also slightly shocked, then forced himself to play it cool and said

comfortingly, "It could just be that everyone is on a tour and is going through a cave or a confined
space like a basement, which let me have our European side of the business department report
back on big brother's situation ......"

Mo Tianji was also anxious and directly called Lin Hao as big brother in front of
Lin Qingcheng, but at the moment everyone didn't care about this detail as they all got
nervous ......

"No, no, it's definitely not like that ......" Lin Qingcheng already said with a crying
voice, her heart was aching and depressed at this moment, she felt that Lin Hao must have
encountered some kind of problem, she was too uncomfortable, she was too depressed, she felt
that in the underworld, this was telling her something, if there was any message being transmitted
here, then it must be Lin Hao, because only Lin Hao could make her have this underworld, in the
destiny, the transmission of the bloodline ......



"Qingcheng, I'll immediately practice the business over there now and have them

follow up and report on the trail of big brother, you take it easy for now ......"

Over there, Mo Tianji had already called Lin's new investment headquarters, and
the person who answered the phone was Anna.

It was a call into the president's office.

"Hello, hello, respectful Mr. Mo Tianji Mo ......" Anna knew a little bit of Mo

Tianji's identity, so she answered with immense respect.

Mo Tianji at this moment anxious? The actual fact is that you can find a lot of

people who are not able to get a lot of information about the actual situation. Urgent incomparable,
will not care about these faint can ignore the details, but direct questions: "My big brother, that is,
the Lin family master ...... where is the president? Do you know where the president is now?"

Anna first listened to the confusion, then a trance, and finally heard the president,
only then dawned, but also awakened, Lin's new investment, Lin's new investment ...... Lin Hao
president also sex Lin ...... original all this has long given the answer, just their eyes clumsy ......

"The president and his wife were attending a banquet. It was a banquet held to

celebrate them, the most lively banquet in the whole of Toulouse in these decades!" Anna said
proudly, a face of joy, how to say it, the more successful people Lin Hao is, the more cattle status,
the more status she feels she has, after all, Lin Hao was the man she was looking at at the
time ......



Mo Tianji did not look soothed by Anna's sweet voice, even more annoyed, asked
directly: "What I want is not this ...... can you contact them now?" Mo Tianji shouted.

Anna was startled by Mo Tianji's voice, but still immediately replied, "I will
immediately give them communication, you wait a moment!"

"Hurry up! Immediately! Immediately!" Mo Tianji shouted.

At the same time, he shouted to Lin Qingcheng, "Qingcheng, I have contacted
Lin's new investment headquarters, they said that big brother and madam are attending the

grandest banquet in Toulouse, probably because of this so they didn't answer the call in a short
time, but they will reply to us right away, you don't need to worry too much ......"

Lin Qingcheng shook her head, Mo Tianji's consolation did not give her much

comfort, but made her even more worried ......
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For there are times when no news, is the best news. And now although she was going to know the

exact news, but her heart was beating even more violently, she covered her heart and quietly

listened to the sound of her own heartbeat ......

Anna's side was making the call herself, at first she was calling the vice president
of Night One, but she didn't hear much news from Night One, so she frowned. Of course she was
only puzzled and didn't have too many bad emotions, instead she called Avril and found the



same thing, the phone kept going dead, which made Avril incomparably puzzled, how come she

couldn't get in touch either?

Mo Tianji inquired, "How is it?"

When Mo Tianji these words came out, he did not even know, his heart also
jumped, as if it was destined for something in the underworld, such a feeling, so that the Mo

Tianji is very depressed, he suddenly had a strong sense of foreboding, at the same time
suddenly some with Lin Qingcheng before the feeling, inexplicably empathize with up ......

He suddenly did not want to know the answer.

"No, can't get through ......" Anna whispered, her heart incomparably puzzled, at
the same time also began to have some doubts, after all, this blooming banquet, why suddenly

just lost the live signal? This is a Lin's new investment for the whole of Western Europe a very

good opportunity to show their strength, but suddenly cut off the live signal, to be honest, really
puzzling ......

Then Anna then just reacted to the vice president, just now, the tone of urgency,
such as the words, does not it mean that? I'm not sure if I'm going to be able to do that. There
was an accident on the scene!

No!



This is absolutely impossible! That is Mr. Lin Hao Lin, how can there be an

accident, she does not believe it!

She doesn't accept it!

"Bang!" A sound of falling to the ground came from inside Mo Tianji's phone!

And he himself is also in this life 'bang' fell to the ground in the sound of the

phone involuntarily fell to the ground, he is also panic incomparable up, a time, surprisingly do

not know what they should do, numb thoughts are finally in a knock on the door, Mo Tianji from
under the desk grabbed the edge of the desk, difficult to climb up, then he pushed open the office
door, also do not care assistant report, directly towards Lin Qingcheng's office side, time, like
sand in the hands, very fine, gently slipped through the fingers, this time, he can clearly feel the

feeling of a grain of sand across the fingers, so he hopes that time is fast ......

He was too worried about Lin Qingcheng, he was too afraid that any accident

would happen to Lin Qingcheng, once any accident happened to Lin Qingcheng, he couldn't
accept it! But his heart is even more unbearable, the big brother side no news came, although no
news is the best news, but he asked the headquarters there, that is, the personnel there can not
contact everyone's trace, then most likely, there is an accident! Then he and Lin Qingcheng both

have telepathic communication, more sure, big brother side is a problem ......

Depressed, dull, unacceptable, painful, endless emotions all hit his heart, he could
not breathe, but he could not stop running, because he knew that once he slowed down, Lin
Qingcheng's side would still have an accident ......



I still remember the horrible tragedy of the previous, he looked at Lin

Qingcheng's corpse-like appearance, also know the past of the elder brother, that kind of loss of

loved ones hard, can not accept!

He couldn't accept it either!

Lin Qingcheng's entire spirit collapsed, her brain was deprived of oxygen for a

while and lost its function, falling directly to the ground, she breathed heavily, but still found it a
bit difficult to breathe. What she wanted at this time was not yet how to breathe, but wanted to

know how her brother was doing now ......

The family's blood relations are like a thread, the kite flies far away, the thread
still exists inside the blood, like a sense in the underworld, and after this sense is suddenly lost,
people will be uncomfortable, will be uncomfortable ......

The reason why Lin Qingcheng is so uncomfortable is because they have lost,
tasted the pain of losing a loved one, and that's why they are so uncomfortable ......

The Sea of Heaven.

All of the patriarchs of China have arrived, feeling the monstrous qi luck, led by

the great elders of the Nine Heavenly Clans and other people, these people are old seniors, they are
feeling the change in Lin Hao's breath at this moment, their faces are covered with anxiety,
behind them are the younger generation, qi luck is added, they feel that this group of people are

eating up the qi luck that has collapsed after Lin Hao seems to have sat down ......



Chapter 1348

But!

Jiu Tian Xuan and the others could feel that the young patriarchs were extremely
unwilling to accept this qi, and they resisted it! They could not allow it to enter their bodies, so
they could faintly feel the presence of Lin Hao's breath, if any, instead of it passing away

frantically again!

Jiu Tian Xuan was so nervous that his breath was in his throat, Lin Hao ......

"Lin Hao mustn't be in trouble, mustn't be in trouble!" She was incomparably
moved, looking at these Ascended Masters in front of her, if they had been able to have the

opportunity to nibble away at their Qi luck in the past, they would certainly not have missed such

a wonderful opportunity, but today, none of them nibbled away at it, instead they resisted,
repelling it, allowing it to stay, preventing it from passing quickly from inside Lin Hao's body!

Qi luck is the life of a Grand Master!

Once it was gone, even if the person could still breathe, the injuries he suffered at
that moment would definitely kill Lin Hao!

This is the mystery of the deepening of a great master's qi ......



But the same is also the downside, once Lin Hao's body is unable to carry the
storage of this seemingly imperceptible qi inside, then he will be devastated ......

"No!" There was a long-haired teenage innate patriarch who roared in anger, and
everyone looked at him, only to see him rejecting his qi, his body accelerating and swelling, his
clothes bursting, a youth who was originally instrumental and elegant, directly in a wretched state,
even spitting blood from his mouth, his face directly pale, like a decaying genius!

"I don't!" Then there was another young Xiantian master, whose hair turned pale in
a flash, and he also spat blood out of his mouth, a mouthful of blood that shot out into the sky,
staining the night scene illuminated by the glorious starry river under the moonlight!

"I'll be stubborn!" Another young Pre-celestial Patriarch roared, he fought back,
as if he was fighting the heavens, going berserk, as if his body was a lute, emitting a snapping
sound, his body was like a deflated ball, blood drops flying, but he was still fighting back, sitting
on the ground directly by the repercussions, yet still fighting back towards the heavens!

"I just have to resist!" Another man roared, he roared hysterically, not caring at all
about being injured nor about his roots being damaged, just resisting!

Jiu Tian Xuan was moved to tears straight away, she could hardly accept such an
image, she looked at such a tragic scene still unfolding, her heart was grateful and moved ......

Not only her, but everyone present was incomparably moved, all looking up at the
vault of heaven, their bodies facing the western world, as if calling out to Lin Hao in this prayerful
way ......



The news of Lin Hao's damage was already known to them all the moment the qi

collapsed and overflowed and drifted across the sea to China, only that everyone was unaware of
it and unwilling to say it, meaning they, themselves, were unwilling to accept the end!

However, the young innate patriarchs present who harboured weak qi told them

with their practical actions that they did not want Lin Hao to leave them in this way!

These people were grateful to Lin Hao, in fact not just them, but the entire Chinese
martial arts community? Closed the door and closed the grill to cover up the errr whisk? Lin Hao!

For hundreds of years, Cang had been suppressed and allowed to do whatever he

wanted, and the Chinese martial arts community had no real name. That day, Lin Hao used his

own power to solve Cang and liberate them, how could they forget such a kindness? They were

now using their own practices to be grateful to Lin Hao, and at the same time to awaken him!

"Lin Hao!"

"Lin Hao!"

The fish in the sea were frightened and jumped out of the sea!

"Lin Hao!"



"Lin Hao!"

Like a Sanskrit sound, or like an ancient call, they kept making such whispering

sounds ......

But the injured young innate patriarchs all over the field hadn't stopped yet, they
were still suffering tremendous injuries, but not one of them went to greedily absorb this qi!

Although they themselves all knew that once they absorbed just a little bit, their
strength would refine a lot and they would directly reach the peak of the Innate Patriarchs! Once
Lin Hao fell and Jun Wu Ren fell, then he would be the next Grand Master! But it was such a
simple step forward that none of them froze and acted in such a way, preferring instead to be

injured themselves!

Super Son-in-law Chapter 1349-1350
Chapter 1349

This is a touching and an obsession!

These persistent thoughts, this touch, are like a thread leading the existence of qi

luck, those qi luck that burrowed into the bodies of the young innate patriarchs present finally

found that they had nowhere to hide, so they once again drifted across the ocean, following this
thread and quickly injected into Lin Hao's body ......



The water Lin Hao fingers moved slightly, in his distant Mohammad Katu eyes up

in horror, the wide pupils, has lost the black eyes can exist in the place, he was horrified, he was
afraid, he could not believe!

For before he? Lu Xi closed the service to close Lu Shan zero? It was obvious that

he felt that Lin Hao had lost his life, that he was too dead to die, but now, he had come back to

life once again!

However, he was the only one who noticed!

Mohammed Katou looked at the fight above the sky, those who had already ruled
Lin Hao dead!

"This is my chance to choose! Once I have chosen right, I will be on the side of
the victor! How shall I choose!" Mohammed Katou fell into deep thought, only for those scarlet

eyes to look at the sound of the Vampire King rapidly leaping upwards in the sky, finally biting

his tongue as he transformed into a black piranha, carrying Lin Hao, driving away the swimming

fish that wanted to come up and eat Lin Hao ......

He saw the Vampire King and finally chose to stand beside Lin Hao because it
was the only chance he had to stay alive!

That promise from the Vampire King was not good nowadays. He did think he

might follow the Vampire King even if they were able to escape to the North American side in this

rout, but the Vampire King could be free from the Pope's call, but he couldn't!



The Pope's teasing just now, if it wasn't for his terrifyingly superb physical vitality,
he would now be dying just like those advanced biochemicals on the shore, and feeling the flow

of essence blood entwined around the Pope's body, he knew that all the advanced biochemicals in

the whole of Western Europe were transmitting essence blood energy to him, meaning that once
he didn't advance to the strength of a king, he would always be the Pope's blood donor, and such
a result, he couldn't accept!

So, instead of choosing to flee, he chose to stand in front of Lin Hao who was

standing before the revival!

"I've never been wrong in my choices! So I hope I won't be wrong this time either!
I can never be wrong with the same!" Looking at the marginalized Bigir, Mohammed Katou

suddenly had some admiration for this king-level powerhouse, he was also king-level strong, but
because he was too weak, he was forced to be marginalized, but it was this marginalization that
saved him from being baptized by this great battle, and he could participate in the great battle

without being injured, this was his honour and his shame, but what is shame in front of life
choices!

Shame is nothing!

The battle in the sky made a violent thumping sound, the incomparably confident
White Bear King brushed against Jun Wu Ren with a huge force, the collision made a huge
thumping sound that was deafening, Jun Wu Ren rubbed his fist, the anger in his eyes was not
seen at all!

The White Bear King squeezed his arm, feeling the slight vibration of his fist, his
previous banter had slowly sunk in, he couldn't imagine why, now that he was at the peak of king

level strength, he still couldn't beat this Chinese man!



He had been too frustrated today, and sensing the Vampire King coming, the
White Bear King's heart was aggravated, so his huge white body manifested, his huge and
terrifying body pressed up, the air was about to collapse!

It was an endless fury and a terrifying strike! The giant bear's paving grip could

absolutely destroy everything!

Jun Wu Ren felt such a strike and knew that if he took it, he would probably die

on the spot, but alas!

There were too many flaws in such a strike, and this man was relying on his thick
skin and flesh to launch such a strike.

Nor did he know why he despised himself in his anger!

Didn't he know that all the Ascended Masters in the whole of China were now

channeling their qi to him?

He was seeking death!

Today, his own strength does not weaken with the fight, but grows stronger and
stronger!



Since he has come to deliver death, he will definitely not be left undead!

Chapter 1350

"Since you've come to die, let's start with you and let you be the first to sacrifice Lin Hao!"

"All those present, one of them, I'll kill one of them!" Jun Wu Ren roared, his
body glowing purple, and the next moment!

A monstrous aura covered the sky, at one point suppressing Pope Peter's aura ......

"Not good!" The Vampire King, who was already flying very fast, cried out, but
found that it was too late, because Jun Wu Ren's whole body moved, and all that purple light,
instantly wrapped up towards Jun Wu Ren. The next moment, the sky dome seemed to collapse,
tilting down like a purple air stream, which carried the power of endless destruction, instantly
wrapped up and unleashed a thunderous strike of destruction on the huge body of the White Bear
King!

Even he did not dare to block this strike!

"Ah!"

"No!"



"No? Yi Yi Serves Love Yi Zero Love Steak?!"

Three roars, three pleas for mercy, three sounds across the sky!

Finally the huge body of a small mountain turned into a rain of blood, spilling in
the air, the boiling blood hitting the surface of the river, emitting red bubbles!

The White Bear King!

Fallen!

The Black Crocodile King had only just recovered when he saw the White Bear
King, who had been with him for six hundred years, fall directly, and not a single bit of his body
remained, it was all crushed!

The terrifying might attracted everyone's attention, the Silver Wolf King Bigir fell

back quickly, the Giant Eagle King retreated directly from the Black Crocodile King's head, Pope
Peter only glanced at it slightly, as if stimulated in some way, the senior biotics lying on the
ground once again close to the ground, already pressing a hole in the ground, their life breath
flowing very fast!

Mohammad Kato, carrying Lin Hao, also sank and almost fell to the bottom of the

river, fortunately his own crystal chamber topped them both, so that the two of them did not sink



directly into the bottom of the river, otherwise Lin Hao might not have had time to recover and

would have been interrupted, or would have been injured twice ......

"You're looking for death!" The Vampire King was incomparably furious, his own
right hand man had been killed by a single strike from Jun Wu Ren, a situation that he had not

expected!

Although he felt that the White Bear King was stupid, but his death was still hard
for the Vampire King to accept, after all, the White Bear King did not do the job he expected to

prepare to leave for him!

It was hard to accept that he had died like that!

In his expectations, the White Bear King, the Black Crocodile King, would have

left Pope Peter wounded, even if he had died!

And this Chinese man in front of him, who was not yet as powerful as the Chinese
King, had killed what he thought was a peak king-level powerhouse! His heart ached for the

remains of his ancestor's body! He had only given theWhite Bear King a chance to consume him,
and he was dead!

Just like that!

How could he not be angry?



How could he not feel the urge to kill!

"I will kill you!" Not only was the Vampire King burning with rage, the Black
Crocodile King was also coming out of his grief, now he was even stronger, he even felt that he
was infinitely close to the Pope's strength, but this infinitely close still had a heavenly rift that he
could not cross!

However, against the present-day Jun Wu Ren, there was more than enough room
for error!

So his black crocodile body flicked its tail, and above his forepaw, a pair of weak
fleshy wings had grown out, this was the transformation of a jiao!

Jun Wu Ren took a look at it, but although he was surprised, he didn't focus too
much on it!

It was written in the ancient books that there were worms in the West that could

turn into jiao dragons!

It turned out that there was no mistake about what had happened, and looking at

what had happened in front of him, Jun Wu Ren could not help but believe what was written in

that ancient book!



And this ancient book was the one left behind by Cang!

This world was becoming more and more mysterious!

He looked at Lin Hao, who was being carried by a black piranha, and a glint of

the same light flashed in his eyes, but then he shook his head violently, burning with anger!

Lin Hao was hiding a great secret, but he was now dead!

He had died at the hands of a North American powerhouse, a threshold that China
and M could never cross! He was now strong enough to fight the Iron Wings T3000, but as Jun
Wuhuo watched him resist Pope Peter's blow without losing, JunWuhuo was angry and annoyed,
but he knew that with his own strength, it would be difficult to kill him!

He was furious! Incredibly angry! Blaming himself all the same!

He was wondering if Lin Hao was still alive, if he would have been able to

decapitate this machinery!

And at this time, the Black Crocodile King was already killing over with a

foul-smelling black gas ......
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